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ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE MATRIX
CORRESPONDING TO A FINITE TOPOLOGY
Dedicated to ProfessorRyosuke Nakagawa on his 60th birthday
By
Shoji Ochiai
Introduction and preliminaries
In connection with enumeration of finite topologies on an w-set, we intro-
duced a number a{K) which is defined on the matrix K corresponding to a
finitetopology on an n-set and investigated its properties [2]. In this paper,
we shall carry on our studies on the structure of the matrix corresponding to
a finite topology and show the following inequality for an arbitrary nXn matrix
K which corresponds to a To topology:
n(n+5)/2+l^≪(ZO^2"+1+n-l.
Let X={xlr x2, ■･･,xn＼ be a finiteset and T a topology on X. Let Ut be
the smallest open set containing xt. Then we define an nXn, zero-one matrix
/r=rfc,/l bv
1
0
We denote this matrix K corresponding to the topology T by M{T).
Let B0―{0, 1} be an ordered set (0<l) with two binary operations + and
* denned as follows : 0+0=0 * 1=1 * 0=0 * 0=0, 1+0=0+1 = 1 + 1=1 * 1=1. Let
Vn be the set of all n-tuples ＼_ax,a2, ■■■, an~] over Bo. An element of Vn is
called a Boolean vector of dimension n. The system Vn together with the
operation of componentwise addition is called the Boolean vector space of dimen-
sion n. A subspace of Vn is a subset which contains [0, 0, ･■･,0] and is closed
under addition of vectors. The span of a set U of vectors is the intersection
of all subspace containing U. The row (column) space of a matrix K is the
span of the set of all rows (columns) of K. We denote the row (column) space
of K by R{K)(C{K)) and write simply 0 for [0, 0, ･■･, 0] or £[0,0, ･･･, 0]. In
this paper except Section 6, all matrices are ones over Ba, i.e. Boolean matrices
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where matrix multiplicationinvolves Boolean operation.
The following is given by Sharp, H. J.R. [3].
Theorem A. A reflexive nXn matrix K corresponds to a topology on an
n-setif and only if K2=K.
Definition 1. Let K be an nxn matrix corresponding to a topology on
ri A~＼
an n-set and L{K) the set of all (n+l)X(n+l) matrices of the form ,
corresponding to a topology on an (≪+ l)-set,where A is a lXn matrix and £
is an nxl matrix. Then we define a{K) by a{K)=＼L(K)＼, the number of
elements of the set L{K).
From this definition,we can directly derive the following result (see [2]).
Theorem B. Let T(n + 1) be the number of topologieson an (n + l)-set.
Then we have T(n + 1)―S/ra(K) where K runs over all nXn matrices,each of
which correspondsto a topology.
Many other properties on a are found in [2].
Throughout the rest of the paper, K denotes an n X n matrix corresponding
to a topology on an n-set unless the contrary is mentioned.
2. Structure of matrices containing K
Let T0(n + l) be the number of To topologies on an (n+l)-set.
Then we have the following result.
Theorem 1. T0(n+l)=S?-01(-l)i[n]i(S|iV a(#B-i.*))+(-l)B[≪]≫, Wiere
Kn-i.k runs over all matrices of order n―i corresponding to a To topology and
[n]i=n(n-l)--(n-i + l) for Q<i^n, [n]0=l.
rl
^4iProof. Let K' be a matrix of order n+1 of the form K'=＼ , r, cor-
Lxj /iJ
responding to a topology where /I is a Ixn matrix, J5 is an nxl matrix and
K" is an nXn matrix. If K corresponds to a non-T0 topology, then K' corre-
sponds to a non-To topology. Suppose that AT is a matrix corresponding to a
To topology. Then K' corresponds to a non-T0 topology if and only in A=Ki*
and B=K*i for some i, where Ki*{K*i) is i-throw (column) of K. Therefore,
we get T0(n+l)=SxfflW-nT0(n), where K runs over all matrices of order n,
each of which corresponds to a To topology.
Then we get
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^o(n+l)=23?-.1(-D<Cn]i(SSiVa(^Il.il*))+(-l)≫Cn]llf
where Kn_iik runs over all matrices of order n―i, each of which corresponds
to a To topology. This concludes the proof.
Definition 2. Let M=[mo] and N=[ntJ] be nxm matrices. By M<>N,
we mean thatif ma―I, then rci;=lfor each i and j. If M and N are incom-
parable,thatis neitherM^N nor N^M, then we write M||iV. Define a func-
tion C by C(M, N)=l if M^N and otherwise Z,{M,N)=0, where 0 and 1 are
elements of B≪.
Lemma 1. Let M be an mxm reflexive matrix. Partition M into the fol
lowing blocks:
nil
M21
M
mP
MVi! ･･-, Mlp
M22, ■■■,M2p
Mpl Mp2, ■■･,Mvv
}
}
}
mi
mp
where Mtj is an niiXnij matrix for each i and j.
Then the matrix M corresponds to a topology if and only if for each i and
j with !<;/, j£p, MikMkj^Mtj holds for k, l^k£p.
Proof. By Theorem A, M corresponds to a topology if and only if M2=M,
that is,
MnMlj-＼-Mi2M2j+ ■■■+MipMpj=Mij
for each i and j with 1<^, j^p. Further, for fixed i and j, the validity of
this equation is equivalent to that MihMkj^Mij holds for each k l<k<p.
Corollary. Let A be a lx≫ matrix and B an wXl matrix. The matrix
rl A~＼
＼ ＼corresponds to a topology if and only if A^R(K), BgC(K) and BA^K.
LD A J
[1 A~＼
K
. That is,
L(K)={(A, B)＼A^R(K), BeeC(K), BA£K}.
The proof of the following lemma is easy and omitted. Let [n] be the set
rn]={l. 2, -, n}.
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Lemma 2. Let A=[_au ■■■,au ･■･,an~], tB = [bl, ■■■,bjt ■■･,bn＼ and K'―
{A, B)^L(K). Define subsets Q and W of [n] by Q={i＼at=0} and W={i＼bi^O}
respectively. If Q^0 and Q^＼n~＼, then kij=Q, for i^＼jf＼―Q, j^Q and if
W^0 and W±-＼_n~＼,then kij=0> for i^W, ;'e[w]― ＼, where ktj is an (i, j) ele-
ment of K.
Lemma 3. For any two elements (A, B), (C, D) of L(K), the following facts
hold.
(1) // either A＼＼Cor D＼＼B,then CB = AD=O,
(2) // either A>C or D>B, then CB=O,
(3) // either A<C or D<B, then AD=Q.
Proof. (1) Suppose thatA and C areincomparable. If ai―l,there exists
j such that Cj=l and a_,-=().By Lemma 2, we can see kij―O in the matrix
#=[&≫/]. If di―1,then DC^K, a contradiction.Thus we have di=0, which
implies AD=0. We can similarlyobtain CB = 0. (2) and (3) can be proved by
the same method.
Theorem 2. Let K' be an (n+2)x(n+2) matrix of the form
'I e C"
K'= f 1 A
_D B K_
where e, /650, A and C are lXn matrices and B and D are nXl matrices.
Then K' corresponds to a topology if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied
(1) (A, B) and (C, D) are elements of L(K).
(2) CB<e^{A, C)<(A B).
(3) AD^f^{C, A)*&B, D).
Proof. Using Lemma 1, K' corresponds to a topology if and only if the
following conditions are satisfied.
(a) AK=A and CK=C.
(b) KB = B and KD=D.
(c) BA<K and DC^K.
(d) CB^e and AD^f.
(e) eA^C and De£B.
(f) fC^A and Bf£D.
The condition (a) is equivalent to that both A and C are elements of the
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row space of K and (b) to that both B and D are elements of the column space
of K. Hence (a),(b) and (c) are equivalent to that (A, B) and (C, D) are ele-
ments of L(K).
The condition (e) is equivalent to e^^(A, C) and e^C,{D, B) and hence to
e^Z(A, C)*£(D, B). By the same way, the condition (f) is equivalent to /^
C(C, A)*C(B, D) and the proof is completed.
By Lemma 3, note that if (A, B) and (C, D) are elements of L(K), then
CCA. C)*CCD. 5)=0 imolies CB=0 and CCC, A)*CCB, D)=0 implies AD=0.
3. N((A, B), (C, D), K)
Definition 3. Let A and C be 1X n matrices, and B and D, n x 1 matrices.
We denote the number of (n+2)X(n+2) matrices K' of the form K'=
1
*
D
* Cl
1 A＼
B K＼
corresponding to a topology by N((A, B), (C, D), K).
By this definition,we get the following lemmas, which are easily proved
Lemma 4. For any two elements {A, B), (C, D) of L{K), N((A, B), (C, D), K)
= 1, 2 or 4 and N((A, B), (C, D), K)=N((C, D), (A, B), K).
Lemma 5. Let K' ―{A, B) be an element of L(K). Then we get a((A, B))
―^jic,d)^l(k)N((A, B), (C, D), K). The number of terms on the righthand side
is eaual to a(K).
Theorem 3. Let K' ―{A, B) be an element of L(K). Then AB = 1 if and
only if A=Ki* and B ―K^i for some i.
Proof. To show the "only if" part, assume that A=＼_au ■■■, at, ■■■,an~],
B = llbu ■■■, bit ■■■,bn~] and a,i=bi = l for some i. Then we get K[*^K'i+1* and
K^K;i+1. These imply K^KU+l, K[≪£K'i+i* and so K{*=K'i+i*, K^=
K*i+i [3]. These facts imply A=Kt* and B = K*i for some i. The "if" part
ic nhvimic
Theorem 4. Let K be a matrix corresponding to a To topology, A a lxn
matrix and B an nxl matrix. Then K' = (A, B) corresponds to a To topology
if and only if K'eiL(K) and AB=0.
Proof. Let (A B) be an element of UK) such that AB ―1. Then, by
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using Theorem 3, we obtain A―K^ and B―K^ for some i and hence K' does
not correspond to a To topology. Conversely,if K'―{A, B) is an element of
L(K) such that AB=Q, then K' corresponds to a topology and by using Theo-
rem 3, we see {A, B)^(Kt*, K*t) for each i. Therefore K' corresponds to a
To topology.
Theorem 5. For any two elements {A, B), (C, D) of L{K),
(1) N({A, B), {A, B), K)=＼ if and only if A=Kt* and B = K*t for some i.
(2) N((A, B),(C,D), K)=A if and only if A=C, B = D and (A, B)±
(Ki*, K*i) for each i.
Proof. (1) Assume that N((A, B), {A, B), K)=l. Then a pair (e, f) is
[1 e Al
uniquely determined, so that / 1 ^4
corresponds to a topology. Apply
B B K＼
Theorem 2 to the case A=C, B-D and we get AB=CB=AD=1. Since K' =
(A, B) is the matrix corresponding to a topology, we get A=Kt* and B=K*t
for some i by Theorem 3. Conversely,if A=K^ and B=K*it then we get
e=/=l by Theorem 2.
(2) If N((A £),(C, D), K)=4, then we obtain &A, C)*£(D,B)=^{C, A)
<(5, D)=l and CB=AD=Q by Theorem 2. These factsimply ,4=C, D=B
and so XB=0. By Theorem 3, we get (A, B)^(Ki*, K*t) for each i. Con-
versely,if (A, B)±(Ki*, K*t) for each i and A-C, B=D, then we obtainAB=0
by Theorem 3. By assumption, we obtain CB=AB=AD=0 and Q(A, C)*Z(D, B)
=C(C, >1)*C(B,Z>)=1. By Theorem 2, we get N((A, B),(C, D), /O=4.
For a given matrix K, let ~ be an equivalence relation on [n] defined by
2"~y if and only if Ki*=Kj*. Choose a representative k(i), z=l, ･･-, /, for each
equivalence class. Then we have an Ixl matrix K such that K=lkkU)_k(j)2,
lf^i, j<Ll. It is easily verified that the matrix K corresponds to a To topology
on an /-set. We shall call K a reduced matrix of K.
Lemma 6 ([2]). // K is a reduced matrix of a matrix K, then we have
a(K) = a(K).
Lemma 7. Let (A, B) be an element of L(K). Then N((A, B), (C, D), K)
= 1 holds for all elements (C, D) of L(K) if and only if A=Kt* and B=K*i
for some i.
Proof. If (A, B) =£(Kiit, K**) for all i, then by Theorem 5, we get
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N((A, B), {A, B), K)=A. Conversely, if A=Kt* and B=K*t hold for some i,
then K is a reduced matrix of (/£**,/f*<). By using Lemmas 5 and 6, we get
a(K)=a((Kt*, /T*i))=S(ci≫eL(A:)A^((^*, /T+i),(C, £>),K).
Therefore, we conclude N((Kt*, K*t), (C, D), AT)=1 for all elements (C, /))
of LCiC) bv Lemma 4.
4. An inequality a(K)<a(In)
rl C~＼
Lemma 8. Let ＼ ＼be an element of L{In), where In is the identity
matrix of order n. If (C, D)*(0, 0) and (C, £)=£((/,),*,(/,)≪) for each i, then
/V((0, 0),(C, D), ln)=2.
Proof. Under the assumption, we shall consider three cases.
(a) C=0, D^O.
(b) Ci=0, D=Q.
(c) C^O, D^O.
But the case (c) dose not occur, because DC<In. Applying Theorem 2 to
the case (a), we have
O^e^C(O, 0)*C(A 0)=0.
0^/^C(0, 0)*C(0, D)=l.
In case of (b), we obtain similarly,
0^e^C(0, C)*C(O, 0)=l.
Q£fM(C, 0)*C(0, 0)=0.
Therefore, we conclude N((0, 0),(C, D), 7B)=2.
Lemma 9. Let {A, B) be an (n + l)X(n-f 1) non-identity matrix belonging to
L{K) where A and B are lXw and nXl matrices respectively. Then there exists
an element (C, D) of L{K) such that (C, D)i-{K^, K*t) for all i and N((A, B),
(C, D), K)=l.
Proof. The proof is divided into the following four cases.
(a) A=0, B=0.
By assumtion, K is a non-identity matrix. Hence there exists a comparable
pair Ki*, Kj* such that i=£j. Without loss of generality, we may assume
Ki*^LKj*. If we put C―K^ and D=K*jy then these Boolean vectors C, D
satisfy DC^K. This implies (C, D)eL(K). We see easily C(A B)=t(K*Jt 0)
=0, C(C, A)=Z(Kt*, 0)=0. By Theorem 2, we can obtain e=f=0.
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(b) A=0, B^O.
Let D=0 and B―t＼bl, ■■■,bh ■■■,& ] be an element of C(K) such that 6,=1.
If we put C=Kj*, then DC=0^K and CB = 1. By Theorem 2, we obtain
C5=l^e^C(0, ^*)*C(0, B)=l. AD=0^f^(K^, 0)<(5, 0)=0. Then we get
e=l and /=0.
(c) A^Q, 5=0.
Let C = 0 and D be an element of C(K) such that ^4D=1. By the same
method as above, we get e―0 and f=l.
(d) A±0, B^O.
Let C = 0 and D=0. Then we similarly obtain e=f=0. These facts imply
the lemma.
Theorem 6. Let K be an nXn non-identity matrix corresponding to a topo-
logy. Then we obtain a(K)<a(In).
Proof. By Lemma 6, if K corresponds to a non-T0 topology, there exists
a reduced mxm (ra<n) matrix K corresponding to TYtopology and satisfying
a(K)=a(K). Since a(/n)=2n+1+n-l [Lemma 6, [2]], we have a(Im)<a(In).
Therefore, we prove this theorem for a matrix K corresponding to a To-
topology. The proof of our theorem will be done by induction on the order n
of K. If n=2, then a(K)=8 and a(/2)=9 and so thisinequality is true. Assume
that a{K)<a(Ik) holds for a non-identity matrix K (=Kk) of order k correspond-
ing to a Tn topology {2<k). Note that Ik+1 is expressed by an element (0, 0) of
L(Ik). By Lemma 5, a(/*+1)= a((0, 0))=S<c.z≫6£</4>N((0, 0),(C, D), Ik). By
Lemma 8 and Theorem 5, the number of (C, D) with iV((0, 0),(C, £>),/C)=1 is
k. Assume that K' is a (£+ l)x(& + l) non-identity matrix Zfft+1of the form
K'=(A, B). Then
a(K')=a((A, B))=^(C,D)euKi N((A, B), (C, D), K).
By Lemma 9, the number m of (C, D) with N((A B), (C, £>),/C)=l satisfies
k+lf^m. From these facts, we obtain a{Ik+＼)~2oc{Ik)―k+2 and a(iTA+1)=
2a(/C&)―m+2. Since a{Kk)<a{Ik) and k-＼-l^Lm, we obtain a(/CA+1)<≪(/A+1).
This completes the inductive step and the proof of the theorem.
5. A lattice L(K)
Let A=[au az>■■■, aB], C ―＼_cuc2,■■■,cn~] and define A-C by A-C =
[fli*C, G2*c2,･･･, an*Cn]. Similarly, define lA'lC by M-£C = £(^-C) and ^1+C
as usual. Define an order in L(K) by (A, B)^L(A', B') if and only if A<A'
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and B7>B', and a join operation V and a meet operation A in L{K) by
(A, B)V(A', B')=(A + A', B-B'), {A, B)A{A', B')=(A-A', B+B').
Then, it is easily checked that L(K) is a distributivelattice. For terminology
of lattice theory refer to F41.
Lemma 10. Let K=M(T) and J―M{T') be the matrices corresponding to
topologies T and T' respectively. If two matrices K and J are isomorphic (i.e.
K=tPJP, with a permutation matrix P), then L(K) and L(J) we isomorphic as
The proofis easy and so omitted. Note that T and T' are homeomorphic
if and onlv if K and / are isomorohic T21. T31.
As a matter of convenience, we call that (C, D) satisfiesa condition CAiB
for a fixed element {A, B) of L{K), if (C, D) satisfiesthe following conditions:
(1) (C, Z>)is an element of L{K) and is different from (A, B).
(2) AD=CB = 0.
(3) (C. D) is comoarable to (A. B) in L(K).
Lemma 11. Let {A, B) and (C, D) be two elements of L(K). Then
N((A, B). (C, D). K)=2 holds if and only if (C. D) satisfies CA ,.
Proof. Assume that (C, D) satisfiesCAiB- Then, one of two equations
Z(A, C)*C(£>,B)=l and C(C, ^)<(5, D)=l is true. Hence, under the assump-
tion CB=AD=0, we obtain N((A, B), (C, £)),70=2 by Theorem 2. Conversely,
if ./V((A B), (C, Z>),A")=2 holds, then the following four cases can be con-
sidered.
(a) 1=CB=&A, Q*Z(D, B)=l,
0=AD^Q(C, A)*Q(B, £>)=1.
(b) 0=zCB£Z(A,C)*&D, B)=l,
1= AD=Z(C, A)*Z(B, D)=l.
(c) 0=CB=£(A, C)*C(A 5)=0,
0=AD^(C, A)*£(B, £))=1.
(d) 0=C5^C(A C)*C(£>, fl)=l,
0=^iZ)=C(C, >1)*C(5, £))=0.
In cases of (a) and (b), we can conclude (A, B)―{C, D). But, these cases
occur only if N{{A, B), (C, D), K)=l or 4. In case (c), we get (A, B)^(C, D),
C£A, B<D and so (C, £>)^£(A B), that is,(C, D) satisfiesCA
B. In case (d),
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we get the same conclusion.
Lemma 12. Let K be a matrix corresponding to To topology. If (A, B) ^
(Km K*t) for each i, then the subset of L{K) defined by {(C, D)＼AD^=CB=0
and (C, D) is comparable to {A, B) in L(K)} contains{A, B) and is a sublattice
of L{K).
Proof. Since {A, B)^{Ki^, K*t) for each i, the above subset contains
(A, B) by Theorem 4. The remaining part of the lemma can be proved by
easy computations.
Definition 4. Let v be a Boolean vector of dimension n. We define a
complement vc of v by a vector such that y*=l if and only if vt=Q, where vt
vi denote the i-th component of v and vc respectively.
Theorem 7. Let K be an nXn matrix corresponding to a To topology, A=
[ax, ･･･, aif ･･･, aB], B = l[blt ･･･,6,, ■･･,&,] and S={i|ai=fet=0}, s=|S|. Suppose
that {A, B)^L(K) and (A, £)=£(#,*, K*t) /or eac/z z. TTien /Aere exisfs a chain
in L(K) satisfying the following conditions.
(a) The chain contains (A, B) and its length is n+s.
(b) Each element (C, D) of the chain, which is different from (A, B), satisfies
Ca.b-
(c) The maximal element of the chain is {{lB)c, 0) and the minimal element
of the chain is (0, {'AY).
Proof. Since K corresponds to a To topology, K is isomorphic to a trian-
gular matrix [3]. Therefore, by Lemma 10, we may assume that K is an
upper triangular matrix.
If {A, fl)=([l, 1, ･･･, 1], 0),(0, '[1, 1, ･･･, 1]), or (0, 0), there exists clearly
a chain satisfying the conditions of the theorem. Therefore, we may assume
(A, 5)^([1, 1, ･･･, 1], 0), (0, £[1,1, ･･■, 1]), (0, 0). Let R = {i＼at=Q, bt=l}, r=
＼R＼,T={i＼ai=l, bi=Q}, t=＼T＼, u:[r~＼^R, v:＼_s~]―S, w : [f]-≫T be strictly
order reversing maps, where each order of these sets is natural one, and let
R{m)={u{m+l), u{m+2), ･･■,u(r)},
S(m)=Mm+l), vim+2), ■■■,v(s)},
T(m)={u;(m+1), w(m+2), ･･･, w(t)}.
Now we shall construct a chain (Ao, Bo), (Au Bx), ■■■,{An+S, Bn+S) as follows.
First define the following Boolean vectors. A,= A= ■･･= A.=0, As+t+l= ■■■
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= An=A, Bo^Lbl, ･･･, b°n＼with b＼=a＼, i=l, ･･･, n, Bs+1= ･■･= Bs+t=B, Bn+l=
･･･=Bn+s=0.
Note that (Ao, Bo) satisfies CA,B by the corollary of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
(1). If S=0, then go to the next step (2). If S^0, then we shall define
the Boolean vector Bx by replacing the v(l)-th component bl(1)―l of Bo by 0.
Then (At, Bt) covers (Ao, Bo) (denoted by (Ao, BO)<-(AU Bl)) and (Au B,)
satisfies CA,B. Assume that a saturated chain (Ao, BO)<-(AU Bi)<- ･■･<-(Am, Bm)
is constructed and each (At, Bt) satisfies CAfB, l£i^m. If S(m)=0, go to the
next step (2). If S(m)^0, then we shall define the Boolean vector Bm+1 by
replacing the y(m+l)-th component 6^+1) = l of Bm=[b[n＼ bim), ■■■,blnm)l by 0.
Then (Am> Bm)<-(Am+1, Bm+1) and (Am+U Bm+1) satisfies CAiB. This completes
the inductive step and so we obtain (Ao, BO)<-(AU Bx)<- ■･･<-(As> Bs)―(0, B)
and each element (Aif Bt) satisfies CAiB, O^i^s.
(2). If T=0, go to the next step (3). If T^0, then we define the Boolear
vector As+1 = [a[s+1＼ ■■■,a＼s+l＼■■■,a£s+1)] by w(l)-th component a^-1, a＼s+l
=0, i^w{l). Then we obtain (A,, BS)<-(AS+1> Bg+1) and (As+1> Bl+1) satisfies
CAtB. Assume that a saturated chain (As, BS)<-(AS+1, Bs+l)<- ･■■<-(As+m, Bs+m]
is constructed and each (Aif Bt) satisfies CAiB, s+l^i^s+m. If T{rn)=0, gc
to the next step (3). If T(m)^0, then we define the Boolean vector As+m+.
by replacing the w(m+l)-th component aLs(+Jl+＼'>=0of As.m―＼a[s+m), ■■■, a＼s+m).
a<Tm)] by 1. Then (As+m, B,+m)<-(A,+m+1, Bs+m+1) holds and (As+m+1,
Bs+m+1) satisfies CAiB. This completes the inductive step and we obtain the chain
{As, BS)<-(AS+1, Bs+1)<- ･･･ <-(As+t, B,+t)=(A, B)
and each (As+i, Bg+i) satisfies CAtB, ＼<,i<Lt―＼.
(3). If R=0, go to the next step (4). If R^0, then we define the
Boolean vector Bs+t+1 by replacing the u(l)-th component bU(D ―l of B=
[blt ■■■,bu ■■■,bn~] by 0. Then (At+t, Bs+t)<-(As+t+1> Bs+t+1) holds and (At+t+u
Bs+t+i) satisfies CAiB. Now, suppose that the saturated chain (As+t, Bs+t)<-
(As+t+i, Bs+t+1)<- ■･･<-(As+t+m, Bs+t+m) is constructed and each element (As+t+i>
Bs+t+i) satisfies CA,B, l^i<^m. If R(m)=0, go to the next step (4). If R(m)
3=0, then we define the Boolean vector Bs+t+m+1 by replacing the w(m+l)-th
component b＼ItiXW = l of Bs+t+m=[b[s+t+m＼ ■■■,bls+t+m＼ ■■■,%s+£+m)] by 0.
I hen we see {As+t+m, Bs+t+m,)<^'{As+i+m+i, Bs+t+m+1) and {As+t+m+i, Bs+t+m+i)
satisfies CAjB. Then we obtain the saturated chain
(A, B)=(As+t, Bs+t)<-(Ag+t+1, Bs+t+1)<- ･･･<-(An, Bn)^{A, 0)
and each (A,^t.^. Bs±,+,-)satisfies CA n, l<iSr. Note that n = s+t+r.
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(4). If S=0, then the construction of the chain concludes. If S=£0, then
we define the Boolean vector An+1 by replacing the v(l)-th component ac(1)=0
of A=[au ■･･,au ■■■,an] by (1) and then we obtain (An, Bn)<-(An+1, Bn+1) and
(An+l, Bn+1) satisfies CA<B. Now suppose that the saturated chain (An, Bn)<-
(An+1, Bn+1)<---- <-(An+m, Bn+m) is constructed and each (An+U Bn+i) satisfies
Ca,b, l^i<m. If S(m)=0, then concludes the construction of the chain. If
S(m)i^0, then we define the Boolean vector An+m+i by replacing the v(m+l)-th
component aJ&t+i^O of An+m=[a[n+m＼ ain+m＼ ■■■,a^n+m)] by replacing 1. Then
we see (An+m> Bn+m)<- (An+m+1, Bn+m+1) and (An+m+u Bn+m+1) satisfies CA,B.
This completes the inductive step and we have a chain (An, Bn)<- (An+1, Bn+＼)
<--<-(An+s> 5n+s)=(£(Bc),0).
From above facts, we constructed the chain satisfying the desired condition
of the theorem;
(0, HAC))=(AO, BO)<-(AU J30<- ･･■<-(An+s> flB+,)=(*(flc),0) .
Corollary. Let (A, B)i={Ki*,K*t) be a fixed element of L(K), where K
is an nxn matrix corresponding to To topology. In the multiset{N((A, B),
(C, D), K)＼DC^K, C(=R{K), D<eC(K)}, the number of 2's is equal or greater
than n+s, where the number s is mentioned above.
Proof. By Theorem 7, at least n+s elements of L(K) satisfythe condi-
tionsof Lemma 11. This implies the corollary.
The followinglemma is easilyproved by using Lemma 11 and the proof is
omitted.
Lemma 13. Let Ln be the
follows;
upper triangular matrix of order n defined as
"1
L - °
_0
1
1
1
1
0 1
and A an n-dimensional Boolean vector where each component of A is 1. Then
N((A, 0),(C, D), Ln)=2 holds if and only if (C, D)=(Ci, 0) holds where Ct is
the n-dimensional Boolean vector such that Ct=-＼_c＼,･･■,ci~＼such that cj=0 for
j^i and cj=l for j>i for some i, l^z'fgn.
This lemma implies that in the multiset {N((A, 0),(C, D), Ln＼(C,D)<=L(Ln)},
the number of 2's is n. the number of l's is a(Lr,)―(n + l) and remaining ele-
ment is 4
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Theorem 8. Let K be an nxn matrix corresponding to a To topology. Then
a(Lr,)<a(K).
Proof. The proof is carried out by induction on the order of K. If n=2,
then a(L2)=8, a(K)=8 or 9 and so theorem is true. Assume that a{Lk)^oc{K),
(2^Lk) holds for a kxk matrix K corresponding to a To topology. Let K' be
a (fc+l)x(£+l) matrix of the form {A, B) corresponding to a To topology. By
using Lemma 5, we obtain a(K')=a((A, B))='£lc.D)euK) N((A, B), (C, D), K).
By using the corollary of Theorem 7, on the righthand side of this equation,
the number of 2's is equal or greater than k+s. If we denote this number of
2's by m, the number of l's is a(K)―(m+1) and the remaining term is 4.
Therefore, a{K')=a(K)+m+?,. Since a(Lk+1)=a(Lk)+k+3 and a(Lk)£a(K)
hold, we obtain a{Lk+i)^a{K). This completes the inductive step and concludes
fhp nrnnf
Theorem 9. For an arbitrary matrix K of order n which corresponds to a
To topology, we have
n(n+5)/2+l<a(K)<2n+1+n-l .
Proof. It is known that a(LB)=n(n+5)/2+l and a(In)=2n+1+n-l £2].
By Theorems 6 and 8, we get the conclusion.
6. Table of N((A, B), (C, D), K)
In this section, we state the results of computations of N((A, B), (C, D), K)
for several matrices K by using previous results.
They are expressed by matrices, whose elements are positive integers, and
rows and columns are indexed by L(K). For each K, we give a matrix [m^]
defined by
mXft=N((A, B), (C, D), K) for X=(A, B), ^={0, D).
This is symmetric by Lemma 4. In the following tables, each index X=(A, B)
is expressed by *i and the numbers on the left side or the upper side of k= t%
are4s k])
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a
*=G
i 8
0 0
0 0
1 5
00 II 0 0 00 1R 01
ii oo oi to o a oo
9
0 1 10
01 id
1 A ° °
1 8 0 o 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 1
0 0
1 1
1 1
0 0
0 0
1 5 ° !
1 0
1 0
0 0
0 !
0 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
4 12 2 11
14 112 2
2 14 12 1
2 114 12
12 2 14 1
12 12 14
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 1
v i o
1 0
1
i
111111
111111
1 1
1 1
Table 1.
1]HS
1 5
0 0 0 1 3 0
0 0 0 0 10
1 3
1 ! 0 I § 0
0 0 10 1 I
8
0 1 11
11 10
0 0
0 0
1 °
0 0
0 0
1 0
4 2 2
2 4 2
2 2 4
2 1 2
2 2 1
1 2 2
i i
1 i
i i
1 1
0 0
1 3
° !
1 6
i o
0 0
! 1
2 2 1
1 2 2
2 1 2
4 1 1
1 4 1
1 1 4
1 1
1 1
1 1
ffi !
8
1 1
I 0
1 1 1
1 1 1
i 1 i
i i i
I 1
I 1
2Table
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*=g a
1 5
10 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 3
11 I 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 11
8
II 10
0 ! II
i o
0 0
0 D
0 D
4 2 2
2 4 2
2 2 4
2 2 1
1 2 2
2 1 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
0 0
iJ 01
0 0
1 I
2 i 2
2 2 1
1 2 2
4 1 1
1 4 1
1 1 4
1 1
1 1
1 1
! i
A ° l
8
! 0
! I
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1
1 1
3.
0 01
1 0
1 ll
Table
1
K= 0
1
1 5
I I i 0 10 100
i
1
1
1
I
1
! 1 I
800
1
2
2 2
0 00 110
2
i
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
o i
0 0
2
2
0 00
1 0 I
2
000
0 1 I
2
4
1 00
2
2
0 1 0
880
2
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
I
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
I
I
1 !
1 1
1 1
1 I
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
i ;
i !
i i
i I
i !
4
|
i i
i i
i !
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
4
1
4
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
1
2
1
1
1 2
4 2 I
2 4 1
1 1 4
2 ! 1
1 2 2
1 1 1
1 1 1
I 1 I
1 1 1
2
1
1
2
4
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1 i
4 i
2 i
i i
i i
2 i
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
i i
i i
2 !
1 I
i I
1 i
!
1
0
I
0
1
I 1
00
0 1
0 1
1 0
t 0
1 5
Table 4
6
i i
oo
2
2
000
000
2
28
000
00 1
4
2
4
4
2
2 ! 4
2
I
I
1
!
!
2
2
2 i
2 !
2 !
2 !
2
1
2 j
2 j
1 I
2 i
2 !
i !
i I
i I
2
1
1
2
2
n a ･ ･ ≫A
.
?
.....?..?..!
0 00
O C 0002 6
110
0 0 0
6 To
2 4
0(>0
z 4
too
0 00
"boo
o i i
000
2
I
2
1
1
1
2 !
2 !
2 I
2 i
1 I
i !
1 I
1 i
?
, 101
^ on
00 1
1 0 0
0 p i
00 0
1 I I
9 9 ' 101 l ooi
i l i
0 0 0
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ri o oi
K = ＼0 1 0
lo
l lj
28
000
000
26
000 0 10
OS 1 000
24
≪co tie
101 GOO
23
009 ooo toe ist
inn |i! 000 000
2 2
000 01i 0 10
Oil 000 001
1 5
01 I 0 I0 I ≫≪
00 1 Oil ISO
2 R °*°1 8 ooo
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 ! I
00 0
2 5
010
OSS
2
2
4 2
2 4
2 2
2 2
12 2 1
2 112
2 I 2
1 2 2
1 1 1
1 1 1
00 0
24 !91
ooo
2
2
2 2
2 2
4 i
I 4
2 2 11
112 2
1 1 2
1 1 2
1 1 1
1 1 1
000
t 00
000
≪≫
Ml
1 s too
000
t 11
000
2
2
2
2
1 2
2 i
2 1
I 2
2 1
2 1
I 2
i 2
4 2 11
2 4 I I
114 2
112 4
1 2 1
2 1 1
2 1 1
1 2 1
1 1 1
1 1 I
1 1 1
1 1 1
000
0 1 1
1 & 800
S 1 0
091
2
2
1
2 1
1 2
2 2
i i
1 1
2 2
12 2 1
2 112
1111
4 1 1
1 4 1
1 1 4
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
01
00
1 5 oi
10
1 0
i
I
1
1 1
1 1
1 1
i l
I I
l 1
1111
1111
1111
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
l i i
i 1 l
! 1 1
Table
K=＼o
LO
5.
0 01
1 0
0 ll
3 aaoo
001
900
9!
90
1 9
00
00
0 I
0
0
0
0
!
1
0
000
100
000
B 1 1
900
000
st t
990
tOi
000
2601I
000
IS1
900
I ! 0
000
i
0 I
1 0
10
90
3 5
000
060
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
1
I
000 0 00
0 t 0
2
1
1 4
1 1
2 2
1 2
2 1
2 2
i i
2
2
I
i
I
2
1
i
l
2
1
2
1
2
i
1
I
1
000 0
100 1
2
2
oo
11
2
8
oo
0 0
2
I 0 i 0 1
0 000 0
2
00 t 1 1:0
oo o o o: o
2 2
I
12 12 2
12 2 12
4 2 2 2!
2 4 111
2 14 11
2 114 1
11114
112 2 2
1
2
2
2
I
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
I
I
1
i I
1 2
2 i
2 2
2
!
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1 !
1 1
1 1
0 0 0
1 1 1
2
I I 2
1 ! 2
i I 1
1 i 2
2 ! 1
2 j 1
2 | 2
4 I 1
1
i
1
2
4
I
1
1
2 I 1
2 i 1
1 ! 1
1 ＼ 1
1 I 1
Table 6.
00 0
o l i
2
2 6
0 0 0
1 0 0
tt i oi 110
oo ooo ooo
2
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1 8
0 10 10
o i o i o
2 2:1
1
2
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
I
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
211
2 ! S
1
1
1
i i ;
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i
1
! 0 0
1 0 0
1
I
I
I
1
1
!
1
!
!
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
1
i
i
I
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
I
1
1
4
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
4
I
1
1
1
1
1
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Remark. From these numerical results, the following conjectures seem to
be true. For each matrix K corresponding to a topology and positive numbers
i and j, define a multiset {m^}, where X runs over all X satisfying a(X)=i and
ft runs over all ft satisfying a(pt)―j.
Conjecture 1: This multiset {m^} is uniquely determined by a(K), i and /.
Conjecture 2: Let M and M' be matrices constructed from matrices K
and K' respectively as above. If a(K)=a(K'), then M and M' are isomorphic
(that is M' ―lPMP, with a permutation matrix P).
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